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CPU Specifications

■CPU Module

 D2-250-1

Outline

The D2-250-1 CPU is a successor model of the SZ-4M CPU.

The D2-250-1 inherits all functions and performances that are equipped 

with the SZ-4M, and has additional base expansion functions. The D2-250-1 

features various functions as a CPU although it is low-priced.

Base Extension

The D2-250-1 has an expandable base that allows the connection of up 

to three base units (one CPU base unit and two expansion base units). The 

expansion base units are used if the slots built into the CPU base unit are 

insufficient, if the power supply of the base unit is exceeded, and if a base 

unit is installed in a remote location from the CPU base unit. (However, 

expansion is possible only within the length of the expansion cable.) All input/

output on the CPU side and the expansion side are updated every time the 

CPU is scanned. The D2-CM module should be inserted into the CPU slot of 

each expansion base unit. Moreover, a D2-EM expansion module is required 

not only for the CPU base unit but also for each expansion base unit.

CPU has Built-in Strong Communication Functions

The D2-250-1 is equipped with two communication ports that enable 

various kinds of communication. The RS-232C port on the upper side can 

be used for programming by connecting to a programmable display or DV-

1000, and used as an independent DirectNet slave. The 15-pin port (Port 2) 

on the bottom side supports RS-232C and RS-422. Moreover, this port is 

compatible with the protocols shown below.

 - K sequence (Programmer-dedicated)

 - DirectNet (CCM2) master / slave

 - MODBUS RTU master / save

Moreover, Por t 2 can be used as a remote I /O master. When the 

communication por ts of the D2-250-1 are expanded, an Ethernet 

communication module and a data communication module can be mounted.

Four Kinds of PID Loops with Automatic Tuning

Up to four PID loops can be directly processed in the CPU. The control mode 

can be selected from diverse control modes including automatic, manual, and 

cascade control. Moreover, various types of alarms such as process variation, 

rate of change, and deviation are available. Since loop operation parameters 

(such as process variables, set points, and set point limit pairs) are stored in 

the V memory, they can be easily accessed from programmable displays and 

HMIs. Setting can be done from the setting menu and monitoring windows of 

user-friendly DirectSOFT programming software.

Since the auto-tuning functions are easy to use, you can shorten the time 

required for setting and maintenance. Basically, using the auto-tuning 

functions, the CPU automatically decides the best loop control settings.

Performance Speci cations

Items Specifications

Program Memory Capacity (Word) 14.8 K

Ladder Memory Capacity 

(Word) and Memory Type
7,680 Flash

Data Register Capacity (Word) 7,168

Backup ○
Maximum Input/Output 

Points (I,Q,M,GI,GQ)
2,048

Input/Output Points that can 

be Mounted
256

Maximum Number Via  

the Local Expansion Base

2 (CPU base)

768 (Expansion base for up to two units)

Serial Remote I/O (Points) Up to 2,048 (Including CPU and expansion input/output)

　Remote I/O Channels 8 (7 + 1 CPU port)

　Input/Output Points 

　per Remote channel
2,048

Ethernet Remote I/O ○
Analog Input/Output Channels Allocate to the data register.

Remote I/O Channels Restriction by power consumption

Input/Output Points per 

Remote channel
16,384 (Limited to 896)

Maximum Slave Number per Channel 16

Processing Speed Sequence 

Instruction (LD Instruction)
0.61 μs

Processing Speed Data Processing 

Instruction (ADD Instruction)
78.4 μs

Standard Scan Time (During 

1K Boolean Operation)
1.9 ms

Language System Simultaneous use of relay symbol type and stage type

Rewrite During RUN ○
Variable / Fixed Scan Variable

Number of Instructions and 

Functional Memory
196

　Internal Relay 1,024

　Timer 256

　Counter 128

　Direct Input/Output ○
　Subroutines ○
　For/Next Loop ○
　Timed Interrupt ○
　Integer Math ○
　Floating-point Math ○
　PID Control ○, 4 loops

　Drum Sequencer ○
　Bit of Word ○
　ASCII Output ○
Real-time Clock / Calendar ○
Internal Diagnostics ○
Password ○, Multi-level

System/User Error Log ○

Communication Function: 

Port 1

Transmission method: RS-232C compatible (Non-

isolated)　　Transmission speed: 9,600 bps (Fixed)

Connection: 6-pin modular (Female) jack

Protocol: K sequence (S)

Communication Function: 

Port 2

Transmission method: RS-232C, RS-422compatible 

(Non-isolated)　　Transmission speed: 300, 600, 

1,200, 2,400, 4,800, 9,600, 19,200, 38,400

Connection: D-sub 15-pin (Female)　　Protocol: 

DirectNET (M/S), MODBUS (M/S), Non-procedure 

(M/S), K sequence (S)


